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The It Girl Rules offers advice for each woman who is striving to become her own superwoman. This handbook will be an
invaluable asset for those who want to stir up their creativity, enhance their aesthetic, and become their best selves.
With help with everything from Power Buying to Tailoring Tips, this level of The It Gal Rules is focused on fashion and
design.
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Quick Read for Corporate Gal Rules Great little budget for those entering the organization world or seeking to progress
from their current position. While most ambitious corporate women will get a wardrobe debate unimportant, this author
takes care to identify some basic rules about appearance and decorum that indeed matter a good deal at work. I was
attracted to the book by the cover and its own size. buy it now! I was amazed to find many factors I had not considered
and other factors that I frankly chose never to deal with "now". Overall, a great addition to any It Girl's library! I'd
rather she get it together right now, than need to rework just as much as I need to after years in the organization world!
Tips Galore "It Girl Rules" is filled with quick tips to help women, youthful and old as well transform their appearance
from uncertain to I think I acquired it, to self-assured and I understand what I'm doing in defining and presenting their
personal fashion style. and I haven't appeared back since!" Don't think. I anticipate seeing what else produces "It Girl
Rules! Embracing color, the importance of a tailor, and the importance of fit are my favorite tips!.. I thought an instant
read couldn't hurt. Sharing ! You might as well call this book "The Commandments to Being Glam & This is "IT" 'It Girl
Rules" offers a great blue printing for females who are uncertain, or just want to verify that their issues aren't only
"theirs"." Tamika really breaks it down, and a funny and light go through. This book definitely inspired me to go through
my closet and lastly get rid of things that had been keeping me from reaching my complete glam potential... A very
simple and fast read, there is something for all to eliminate and adopt to their personal style journey.!.. you're not likely
to regret it! I found the writing design and what to be very encouraging,& most importantly TRUE!can be a nice subtle
way of hinting in a co-worker's faux pas without seeming rude...more like seeking guidance from a savvy friend you may
trust to show it like it is without judgement. It's a straightforward read and I found myself saying "guilty" on a few
events where I'd violated the Rules - which prompted me to start out a closet purge tonite! I'm buying another
duplicate of the book for my young niece. The Best Haute Dos and Don'ts I LOVE THE Reserve! A frank, funny and favored
examine.! After reading it, I sensed like 'My girl is normally hooking me up with the haute dos and don'ts!'. Gotta
consider heed. Even the cover, font, and images are excellent! Fab! This reserve goes the extra mile by allowing all
females know that al folks, while different, go through the same issues on our street to being "it". My New Rulebook!
Grab this book.! Congrats, Tamika! This is definitely a short, useful, positive, directional handbook on style sense. Great
Read/ Great Guide The It Girl Guidelines The It Girl Rules !is a concise but very in depth guide which you can use as a
pocket reference. It Girl Rules is well written and provides essential tips and tricks in a way that is not scolding.I am
looking forward to the follow-up.
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